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Abstract. Running of ordinary file systems on wireless networks can result in short battery life and
bandwidth dilemma for large file sharing, which results in high latency and unbearable delays which user do
not consider while working on wireless networks, also the security is second main issue in wireless networks
as any false node can inject his packet or private information can be divulged to some one who is not
intended, so there is paramount need of an efficient and secure file system for wireless networks. The papers
describes the need of secure and bandwidth efficient file system for wireless networks and also proposes a
file system which is secure and bandwidth efficient and can become a part and parcel of wireless networks
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1. Introduction
The responsibility of a file system is to store, manage, copy, move, modify the files, which is a basic unit
in some file system, this unit contains metadata and contents or information stored in it, all above mentioned
operation can be performed on both file metadata and file contents. The network file system is responsible
for all above mentioned tasks of a file on a network as well as performing three more tasks related to
network which are remote procedure call, External data representation and operation of layer seven of OSI
reference model.
Remote procedure call is performed at session layer its purpose is to provide access to different
procedures residing on remote machine, The representation of data of external devices is to uniform
distribution of storage capacities of devices present on a network and to access all these storage devices
smoothly by all the nodes of a network. There are two part and parcels of Network File system Which are
Location transparency and Location independence, The purpose of location independence is to name the
files such that the name does not expose the storage location of the file and location independence means if
the physical location of a file is changed then its name should not be changed. The purpose of these two
characteristics of network file system makes the file user feel comfortable while dealing with files, that is he
do not worry where the file is going to store or if the location of file is changed then how he will access the
file, the file user will perform all the operations as the file is residing on his own machine. The main problem
being faced by user / designers of a network file system is the cache consistency problem which to keep the
cache copies consistent with the master file

2. Literature Review
The consideration of high bandwidth consumption over slow network is an important feature for
performance and efficiency, the issue got less attention as for as user perspective is considered [BP]. In [1]
the author proposed WAN acceleration model for developing world, the idea is based on reducing network
traffic by avoiding data which is already present in receiver cache. The data is broken into variable size
chunks; each chunk will have a corresponding integer number, these integer numbers will be used for
decision of sending the chunk onto WAN. Author proposed Multi resolution chunking (MRC) which use
robin finger prints for chunk boundaries, MRC creates a hierarchal aligned chunk boundaries, all of the
smallest boundaries are detected, and then larger chunks are generated by matching different numbers of bits
of the same boundary detection constraint, here the largest chunk is the root, and all smaller chunks share
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boundaries with some of their leaf chunks. Performing this process using one fingerprinting pass not only
produces a cleaner chunk alignment, but also requires less CPU. [2] Described a scalable de-duplication
technique for non-traditional backup workloads that are made up of individual files with no locality among
consecutive files in a given window of time. [2] Also claimed that Due to lack of locality, existing
techniques perform poorly on these workloads. Extreme Binning exploits file similarity instead of locality,
and makes only one disk access for chunk lookup per file, which gives reasonable throughput. In scheme of
[2] Each file is allocated using a stateless routing algorithm to only one node, allowing for maximum
parallelization, and each backup node is autonomous with no dependency across nodes,
Article [3] is about to make Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI), provides new capabilities to be used on
top of different Grid middle wares. The solution is specifically implemented on gLite and accomplishes the
access to data storage Grid resources in a uniform and transparent way, the proposed approach of [3] is based
on XML data encapsulation to store encrypted data and metadata as well as data owners, X509v3 certificates,
AES keys, data size, and file format.
[4] Proposed a file system support for low-bandwidth channels typically the wireless and mobile ad-hoc
networks where devices are mobile, typically the problem arises for wireless networks where browsing,
downloading and exchanging files can halt the network traffic and a situation of deadlock occurs, the
problem is increased twofold when mobile device users wants to share large files or want to collaborate each
other. Two approaches were adopted before the proposed solution 1) Fetch the file metadata only and 2)
Fetch both metadata and file contents Metadata just gives information about file size, type etc which in some
cases is not appropriate (e.g. video files etc), Option 2 is impractical because of resource constraints.
In proposed remote file system [4] the metadata of the file is modified and thumbnail information is
added, when a user want to access a file remotely, first of all only metadata of the file will be sent to him, as
metadata also contains thumbnail so after seeing thumbnail user can decide whether to open the file or not,
so author claimed to reduce significantly bandwidth consumption.
In [5] a new technique for protecting sensitive contents in view only file system is proposed. The authors
intended to meet the challenges such as spyware, removable media, and mobile devices which make the
sensitive contents disclosed. VOFS relays on trusted computing primitives and virtual machine technology to
provide a much greater level of security in the current system. VOFS clients disable non essential device
output before allowing the user to view the data to his or her non-secure VM. When the user has finished his
work, VOFS reset the machine to previous state and resume normal device activity. It is difficult to prevent
data linkage from authorize user, but VOFS do it to some extent using VMM (virtual machine monitor)
technology. The VMM has complete control over the computer. In the client architecture above the VMM
are the guest virtual machine VM, and is referred to as primary guest VM. This machine has not sufficient
access to the resources. Another guest virtual machine i-e domain 0, has complete administrative access to
all the resources. A third guest say SVFS VM is responsible for downloading sensitive contents, storing it,
and telling the domain 0, when to save or restore primary guest state and when to enable or disable device
output. The author claimed that the VOFS clients also get benefit of trusted platform module (TMP)
technology. The clients also take the advantage by using an integrity measurement architecture which uses
trusted boot to enable remote verification of trusted components by content providers. If a user wishes to
view a view only file in VOFS, then the primary VM will make a request to SVFS VM. It will contact the
content provider to start an authorization session.
In [6] author claimed that the conventional method (reference monitor) used for authentication was
purely centralized, now the world is moving towards distributed environment for this requirement to be
fulfilled centralized approach should not be change. In conventional reference monitor method there was the
problems of scalability and resource protection. In traditional reference monitor method ACL (access control
list) was maintained, every user must be entered in the ACL to have access to the resources. ACL was not
scalable well due to ACL, so there should be a way to modify the ACL approach to give access to the new
user. Another drawback of ACL was the need of the full time monitoring the requests for resources.
Protection and scalability were also the issues to be discussed in conventional approach. The author also
proposed a method of cryptographic Access Control. This method eliminates the centralized approach and
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handles the resource protection as well as the scalability issues. In proposed method encryption is applied at
the client and the encrypted data is stored at the server without decrypting the file. The creator of any file is
the generator of the keys for encryption and decryption and he is the only who can modify the file. The
server saves the file along with keys and the server also maintains the binary tree at server side so fast access
can be done in case of searching of the keys. The benefit of saving the key along the file is if any trouble
with the binary tree happened then the key is not compromised. Due to the distributed in the nature the
proposed method provides scalability, controlled access to the resources, gets rid from constant monitoring
because of the encryption the only user can decrypt the file who owned the decryption key (means only the
trusted user). The author claimed that authentication, integrity are achieved through digital signature and
hash function.

3. Problem Statement
Recent advances in wireless networks led to many promising applications, As these applications are
increasing rapidly so the secured communication also becomes the most important issue in wireless networks
along with low bandwidth. The consideration of high bandwidth consumption over slow wireless network is
an important feature for performance and efficiency. The issue got less attention as far as user perspective is
considered. It became more important in interactive session on slow networks, where performance is key
issue. Over slower networks interactive programs freeze, like during file I/O, batch commands the execution
time increases manifold. In case of File I/O either user has to keep local copies of each or they can use
remote login and edit the same file where it is placed. Remote login becomes frustrating for long latency
networks. Wireless networks require more security and having low bandwidth than traditional wired
networks, so a file system is required which ensures reliable and low bandwidth network operations.

4. Proposed Solution
Architecture of proposed solution is as follows; first the hash code of the file will be generated. Then the
file will be broken into two chunk of equal size and their hash codes will be generated. These chunks will
further divided be into four chunks and hash code of each chunk will be calculated and so on till an
appropriate level k where k=log2n as in Figure 1.
Hash code calculated for each chunk will form a hierarchal hash tree of chunks.

Fig. 1: Hash code Matching

The file will be encrypted each time before write back
Encrypted Hash code of the whole file will be sent to client. Client will decrypt it and match with the
Hash code of file already present in his memory. If result is same, this implies that Server and Client having
same version of the file, if result is different than client will ask next level hash code of hash tree present in
server memory, at each level hash codes will be compared and the chunk having different data will be
identified, after identification of chunk whose data has been changed, client will ask server to send the
specific chunk, Encrypted data will be transmitted on communication channel by server and client, If client
& server data chunks will produce same code, they will not transmit data.
Figure 2 describes the working process and methodology. If a client brought a file from the server in its
local cache and don’t do any work on it and start some other work. After some time it need to do some work
on that file, but it is a possibility that may be during that time some other client had taken that file and
updated that file or may not. To ensure consistency and freshness, it needs to consult the server to check
whether the file is it in the same state when it took or it has been updated. Then it will consult the server and
will send it File name and File handle. In return the server too will send file Name, File handle and the
generated tree to the client then the client will compare the both trees in hierarchal way and after that process
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it will send File Name, File Handle and the Number of the Hash Number mismatched and in return to that
the server will send the updated data only instead of the whole file.

Fig. 2: Flow Chart of Proposed Solution

5. Conclusion
The proposed architecture can save bandwidth by taking advantage of commonality between files,
ensures integrity and freshness of a remote file, Operations such as editing documents and compiling
software, proposed architecture can consume over an order of magnitude less bandwidth than traditional file
systems and performs efficient use of communication link. It also makes transparent remote file access a
viable and less frustrating alternative to running interactive programs on remote machines. To ensure
minimum running time for Hash matching we used hierarchal hash tree
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